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Abstract—In recent years, there has been an exponential
increase in the amount of data being produced and disseminated
by diverse applications, intensifying the need for the development
of effective methods for the interactive visual and analytical
exploration of large, high-dimensional datasets. In this paper, we
describe the development of a novel tool for multivariate data
visualization and exploration based on the integrated use of
regression analysis and advanced parallel coordinates
visualization. Conventional parallel-coordinates visualization is a
classical method for presenting raw multivariate data on a 2D
screen. However, current tools suffer from a variety of problems
when applied to massively high-dimensional datasets. Our system
tackles these issues through the combined use of regression
analysis and a variety of enhancements to traditional parallelcoordinates display capabilities, including new techniques to
handle visual clutter, and intuitive solutions for selecting,
ordering, and grouping dimensions. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our system through two case-studies.
Keywords—Parallel Coordinates; High-Dimensional Data;
Multivariate Visualization; LASSO Regression; Penalized
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Parallel coordinates is a popular method for exploring
multidimensional data. In this method, high-dimensional data
are displayed as points on a series of parallel coordinate axes,
and relations between pairs of neighboring dimensions are
revealed by the pattern of connecting lines between them.
Much effort has been dedicated to investigating the properties
of high-dimensional data, and to defining appropriate clusters
in these data. Previous methods have also explored possible
solutions to some of the common problems of parallel
coordinates, including visual clutter, dimension space
navigation, context and detail enhancement, etc. Attempts to
overcome these problems have been made both at the stages of
data processing and visualization; however, the current existing
solutions may not always be sufficient to solve all of the
related issues completely.

In this paper, we describe the development of a tool that is
capable of assisting users to understand high dimensional data.
Our system includes several novel features in both the stages of
data processing and visualization, intended to overcome the
classical problems inherent in effectively understanding large,
multivariate datasets. In section III, we begin by using a
statistical method to analyze the data and extract important
information and dimensions in a data processing unit. Then, in
the data visualization unit, we explore the use of intuitive
methods to properly present the most important highdimensional features in a two-dimensional form on the screen.
In particular, we develop innovative level of detail methods
capable of supporting very high dimensional data. We handle
the problem of occluding lines through the use of traditional
graphics techniques, combined with an analysis of the
correlation between neighboring variables, and we enable
important patterns to be highlighted using generalized brush
tools. Although many different tools with different capabilities
have been previously proposed for the visualization of high
dimensional data, we believe that our methods provide a novel
tradeoff solution that is capable of representing the most
important information in many different aspects and different
ways.
We apply our tool to two different datasets, featuring
information related to housing and to automobiles. The Boston
housing dataset by Harrison and Rubinfeld [1, 36] was
acquired from the Statistics library that is maintained by
Carnegie Mellon University. This real world data concerns
housing values in the suburbs of Boston. It includes 506
records, each with 16 attributes, one binary-valued and fifteen
continuous, including latitude and longitude. The automobile
dataset was obtained from the Machine Learning Repository
[1]. It includes 205 instances with 26 attributes each, including
three types of entities: (a) the risk factor symbol assigned as an
insurance risk rating; (b) normalized losses among different
cars; and (c) the specifications of the automobile. Through
these applications we attempt to demonstrate that our tool are
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capable of assisting users to highlight significant insights and,
thus, gain deeper understanding of the data.
II.

RELATED WORK

Information in the real world has been growing at an
exponential rate, and this explosion of data inspires an
increasing need for ways to understand these data. Much
attention in the research of multi-variate visualization has been
focused on the ongoing effort to develop a variety of tools for
visualizing high-dimensional data and solving real related
problems. Methods of investigating these extremely highdimensional variables and representing them in a better format
in a two-dimensional window according to the datasets are thus
critical to gain insights into characteristics or patterns of the
data.
Different kinds of common approaches to multivariate
visualization can be categorized and described in several major
techniques: glyphs, hierarchical techniques, scatterplots,
parallel coordinates, and dimensional reduction techniques.
The techniques in the category of glyphs map data values to
various primitives, symbols, or curves by using attributes or
function [4]. Urness’ work uses not only glyphs but also
textures in 2D flow fields [6, 7, 8]. Glyphs have also been
shown effective in 3D flow fields [5]. This method describes
the characteristics of data directly and intuitively using
graphical primitives. However, the number of dimensions that
can be conveyed effectively is still limited although multiple
attributes can be encoded in the glyphs to maximize the
number of displayed variables. Hierarchical techniques are
developed in order to represent characteristics of variables at
different levels in a hierarchy. Examples include the methods
of embedded dimensions [12], Dimensional Stacking [10], and
Worlds within Worlds [14]. These techniques have advantages
in dense data but perform poorly in sparse data. The major
disadvantage is that spatial relationships across dimensions
may be lost due to the restructuring of the data presentation.
Scatterplots are widely used methods for visualizing multidimensional datasets and especially useful for investigating any
combination of variables.
A variety of variations of
scatterplots have been developed to enhance the information
representation for correlation of paired variables. These
methods are very simple, and widely accessible. A scatterplot
matrix can provide large amounts of detailed information about
all of the variables in a dataset via a collection of 2D plots.
However, this method has to compress all of the details into a
tiny figure in order to include all combinations of relationships
in different small plots. Thus, the major limitation is that the
information in the entire figure would be too much to be
effective when there are many variables to be visualized. It is
also difficult to find and interpret patterns across multiple
variables.
Parallel coordinates is a conventional technique for
visualizing high-dimensional data and for representing
correlations between neighboring coordinates [3, 16, 25]. It
has had various applications in broad areas in its long history.
It has received more attention since Inselberg [17] discussed
this method again with the property of duality and conversion
of high-dimensional data points between Cartesian coordinates
and parallel coordinates. These properties can connect the

patterns observed across coordinates. Tools developed upon
parallel coordinates [19, 26] provide ways to gain insights into
characteristics of data. Brushing techniques [11, 15] are very
useful to highlight interesting portions under user-specified
criteria. The generalized parallel coordinate plot (GPCP) [34]
was proposed to plot transformed data based on different
interpolations, and various other curves [9, 13] were also
developed. However, parallel coordinates suffers from the
problem of occlusion among crowded lines, so much effort has
focused on solving visual clutter.
Tile-based parallel
coordinates [31] prevents this problem by allowing users
merely to show information in each tile. Moustafa’s QGPCP
[32] reduces visual cluttering by integrating a frequency model
into GPCP. Hidden clusters existing in large data can also be
uncovered by parallel coordinates [2, 9, 21, 22]. Hierarchical
clustering [27] provides the capability of interactively
unveiling the patterns of huge data and producing a display at
different levels of detail by the combination of techniques such
as hierarchical clustering, dimension zooming, extent scaling,
dynamic masking, etc. In addition, axis manipulation [15, 28]
has been developed to provide an extension of parallel
coordinates by variations in the axes’ appearance, ordering,
spacing, etc. for improved representation of data and the
reduction of clutter.
Muntzner et al. [29] proposed
automatically ranking and selecting axes based on the
importance of paired relationships among variables. Ordering
of data values on the axes [30] has also been used to enhance
the data representation.
Dimensional reduction techniques reduce higher
dimensions into low dimensions. Typical methods include
multidimensional scaling [18, 20], principal component
analysis [24], and self-organizing maps [23]. However, these
methods may not scale well, and may introduce additional
occluded or overlapped elements into the display. Moreover,
with the use of these methods, the relationships among the
dimensions is lost, so they may not be the best choice for
visualizing high-dimensional data.
Regression problems are relating to analyzing a usual type
)
of data set (
where the
’s are n independent
observations of the response Y given its predictor
(
) . Based on Generalized Linear Models (GLM),
which is a parametric approach to estimating covariate effects
[39], Akaike [37, 38] proposed to select a good model that
minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the fitted
model from the true model. This is the well-known AIC
approach. Schwartz [40] proposed a similar idea from a
Bayesian perspective that led to BIC. The work of AIC and
BIC provides a unified approach to model selection: choose a
parameter vector that maximizes the penalized likelihood


 ( )





where the of counts the number of non-zero
components in
and
is a regularization parameter.
However, this approach cannot handle high dimensional cases.
This leads to a natural generalization of penalized
called Penalized
i.e. LASSO
regression by Tibshirani [41] in the ordinary regression setting.
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Later a linear combination of
and
penalties encourages
some grouping effects. This is the elastic net proposed by Zou
and Hastie [34].
III.

̂

OUR APPROACH

Parallel coordinates is widely used for applications of
multivariate visualization, and a variety of its variations have
been developed. However, little work has been done using
regression problems as well to handle and represent highdimensional data. In this section, we describe our algorithm of
visualizing regression data in terms of two components, data
processing and data visualization units, based on LASSO and
advanced parallel coordinates.
A. Data Processing Unit
In many high dimensional problems we often want to find a
smaller subset of input covariates
that contribute
most to a specified output Y. Consider the high dimensional
regression model
(2)
where is a random noise and
(
) is a pdimensional vector. The linear relation between Y and
captured in is estimated using n pairs of training
} for
data {
where
. Some traditional
regularization methods such as ridge regression [35, 36] are
adopted for solving the problem when the number of
explanatory variables is much larger than the number of
observations, i.e.
. Ridge regression is defined for
minimizing the residual sum of squares, subject to a constraint
on the -norm of the regression coefficients, ‖ ‖
, which
is equivalent to an optimization problem with an penalty on
the regression coefficients:


̂

∑

(

)

‖ ‖ 



Ridge regression can nicely handle correlated predictors. If
two predictors are highly correlated, ridge regression will
equally scale each predictor. However, ridge regression cannot
do variable selection, for it only proportionally shrinks the
coefficients, but does not set any to exact zero. LASSO
proposed by Tibshirani [41] successfully combines the
shrinkage property and subset selection; LASSO is defined for
minimizing the residual sum of squares, subject to a constraint
on the -norm of the regression coefficients, equivalently:


̂

∑

(

)

maximize the likelihood subject to the constraint
(
)‖ ‖
‖ ‖
, equivalently,

‖ ‖ 



The
penalty in LASSO results in a variable selection
property due to the singularity of function at zero. LASSO
can exclude unimportant variables from the model by shrink
their coefficients to be exact zero. However if two predictors
are highly correlated, LASSO will select only one and
completely dropped the other.
More recently Zou and Hastie [34] proposed the elastic net
which combines the strengths of the previous two approaches,
it is a mixture of the
(lasso) and
(ridge regression): to

∑

(

)

(

)‖ ‖

‖ ‖  

when
the problem reduces to the LASSO penalty.
The advantages of elastic net are threefold. First of all, by the
property of its constraint on parameter , making enough
large will set some of the coefficients to be exactly zero, hence
left us a smaller subset of input variables with nonzero
associated estimates. Secondly, this model selection process is
continuous hence very stable: when is sufficiently large all
estimate are zero. While gradually decreasing will make
variables that minimize the penalized residual sum of squares
become nonzero. Thus predictors with strongest effect will
enter the model first. Thirdly, the elastic net has a nice
grouping effect, it can select groups of correlated variables, i.e.
strongly correlated predictors tend to be in or out of the model
simultaneously.
B. Data Visualization Unit
Parallel coordinates is the main visualization unit of our
tool used for visualizing high dimensional data in this paper.
We augment the traditional approach with a combination of
techniques including axis manipulation, axis grouping, line and
axis coloring, and region highlighting for enhancing
multivariate visualization and investigating patterns in the data.
1) Axis Manipulation: Using regression analysis with high
dimensional data for model selection could provide important
information about the significance of variables, and it is very
handy to develop techniques by using axis manipulation to
visualize the information effectively. The techniques we use
include axis reordering, axis navigation, and axis flip.
Different methods [15, 28] have been proposed for ordering
axes; however, the order we adopt from the model selection
should be the most appropriate for regression problems. We
apply elastic net regression to the high dimensional data to
obtain a sequence of ordered variables and render the Y
variable followed by a subset of subsequent ordered variables
on a 2D screen. The number of variables that are displayed in
a screen can be dynamically designated by the user according
to the screen resolution, the dataset characteristics, and the
user’s preference. Since the number of variables that can be
displayed at one time in one screen is limited, our tool
addresses a way for observing large numbers of different
variables through the capability of navigating subsets of
variables in distinct screens. These variables still appear in an
ordered sequence but on different pages, in which the first
coordinate remains the Y axis. We can not only focus on the
most important data and their relationships in one screen by
automatically ordering significant variables but we can also
investigate all other variables by navigating among them. In
addition, we enable the feature of axis flip, which provides the
assist of better representation of line connection between
neighboring coordinates. Parallel coordinates features a strong
visualization of adjacent coordinates, whose correlation ranges
from negative one to positive one. When the correlation
between two variables is near positive one, lines connecting
two variables of each record tend to be parallel. Otherwise,
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complex crossing of lines would appear. Flipping the axes
properly according to the correlation of each pair of adjacent
coordinates ensures the positive correlation between
neighboring coordinates. The ability of switching between flip
and non-flip statuses improves the observation of
characteristics between two variables since human perception
distinguishes the degree of parallel lines well. We design the
axes to be of a certain width with a solid green triangle on the
bottom edge or a solid red triangle on the top edge. The
bottom and top of all of the axes are originally minimum and
maximum values of corresponding variables respectively.
Theses axes have solid green triangles on the bottom edges,
representing their non-flipped state featuring increasing values
from the bottom. Once an axis is flipped, its triangle is moved
to the top and given the red color. All flipping can be
performed automatically, and the icons provide effective hints
for the status of the axes. Users can also decide to switch
between statuses on their own.
2) Axis Grouping: Our tool not only arranges axes in an
ordered sequence with respect to variables’ significance but
also provides information of significance in different levels.
A series of grouped highly correlated variables are produced
in data processing stages and converted into advanced parallel
coordinates in a two-dimensional figure. Users can view the
figure embedded with an implicit hierarchical structure of
grouped variables and further observe relationships across
multiple variables with strong correlations.
We apply techniques of different spacing, curves, and axes
to group of variables. Intuitively, variables in the same group
have similar properties so they tend to be placed more closely.
Thus, spacing of axes in a same group is given narrower. We
further make the group tight in human perception by replacing
axes from rectangle boxes to thick lines so that the groups can
be perceived directly. An issue is raised while this design is
developed. When we compress more information into groups
with less spacing, lines between axes tend to become more
cluttered and unclear. Flipping axes may alleviate this problem
but it is not sufficiently effective in all situations. Therefore,
we use curves to reduce the distance of line deviances in the
group. Many possible splines could be used; we found that Bspline curves met our needs well. The curves are located
within the convex hall of the control points, which are the
values of variables in the record, and they show the trend of the
lines. Degrading dramatically crossing lines into smooth
curves alleviates unwanted crowding effects in narrower
regions.
3) Line and Axis Color: Colors can be very effective for
conveying information.
We can encode a variety of
information in the appearance of lines or axes by using
different coloring schemes. Originally, we had only monocolored lines in between coordinates; however, various
saturated colors can encode the degree of correlation of two
neighboring variables. We use the most saturated blue and red
colors to represent correlations of positive and negative one
respectively. The saturation of the color decreases as the
absolute correlation decreases. Dark or black colors imply
that the two adjacent variables are not correlated. When we

apply the axis flip, all correlations of two adjacent variables
will be positive and only blue and black colors of lines will be
seen. We can further encode values of Y into the colors of the
lines by using a rainbow color scale. The rainbow color scale
includes multiple hues, and we map these colors (excluding
the white portion in the scale) to the Y axis bar, which is the
first axis in each page. Each record is given the color
according to the color of the Y axis where it starts. The color
for each record is the same throughout all line segments
connecting variables’ values. In this way, we can easily
observe the corresponding Y value based on the line color of
each record.
Our thick axis bars are capable of encoding line frequency,
deviances, or other values in patterns and colors on the bars.
There are many records connecting two neighboring
coordinates, many of which may coincide, leading to the loss
of information about some records in the display. To avoid
this, we develop frequency indicators by dividing our bar into
twenty segments and filling in a color for each segment based
on the line frequency ending at that segment. The more lines a
segment ends with, the darker the color of that segment will be.
If the color of a segment is white, then there are no lines
connected to that segment. Our axis coloration scheme can
also encode values like deviances by drawing a red color in a
portion of a bar. If we consider a full red axis bar to be 100
percent and an empty bar to be 0 percent, all other deviances
can be represented with a red partial axis bar according to its
values. This bar can certainly encode different values,
depending on which values users want to visualize.
Visual clutter is an intrinsic problem in parallel coordinates
visualization when the number of records is high. By using the
transparency capabilities of OpenGL on top of our line
coloring methods, we can provide an adequate solution and
appealing results. Where multiple lines occlude or coincide,
the colors of the lines will tend to appear more saturated.
Otherwise, they are less salient. Thus this method emphasizes
the lines that appear with higher frequency, and those saturated
lines tend to receive more attention automatically.
4) Region Highlight: Highlighting regions containing
groups of lines focuses attention on those lines and allows the
unveiling of insights into data in those regions. Showing the
relationships of variables among groups is important. We
paint the background with a light blue color within each
region of grouped coordinates. Coloring the regions of each
group brings users’ attention to these areas and emphasizes the
relations of the line connections.
Highlighting lines or curves within some specified regions
enhances the capability of our tool for visualizing interesting
data. Suppose that S is a set of n-dimensional data defined as
{
}.
is
an n-dimensional record defined as
(
).
We can define an interval

[

] of the axis i and an

axis restriction
{
} based on this interval .
A highlighted region between coordinates i and i+1 is thus
defined as
Similarly, we have brush
(
) .
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regions corresponding to Y coordinates and defined as
( )
, where
{
} , ( ) is the
response of , and
is an interval of Y. With these basic
blocks, generalized brush regions are given as:
(⋂ (⋃
)) (⋃
).
Any complex brush regions
consist of the combination of these basic restrictions and can
be supported by our models. Only records belonging to these
brush regions will be rendered with original colors, and all
others will be rendered with less salient colors like gray.

A. Housing Data
We visualize the Boston Housing Dataset from 1978 [1, 36]
with our method. The data frame has 506 instances and 16
predictors concerning housing price. After ranking and
grouping the variables, the most significant variables along
with house price MEDV are displayed in order in an advanced
parallel coordinates plot. As expected, we find strong patterns
within the groups and highlight them in our plots.

Fig. 2. (Top) The most important eight variables plus the response variable
are shown in this first page. Lines are drawn with monotonic colors and
emphasis of higher frequency. Axes are coded with deviances. (Bottom) A
brushed region is applied to the second quarter of house prices. Lines in the
brushed region remain blue, and other lines are given a gray color.

Fig. 1. (Top) The regular scatterplot is drawn for correlations of response
and predictors. (Bottom) The scatterplot is drawn with ranking of predictors.

IV.

CASE STUDY APPLICATIONS

By applying our tool to two datasets, a housing dataset and
an automobile dataset, we demonstrate the features of our
method and attempt to show how our approach can assist the
effective investigation of data.
These case study results are presented in two sections
below.

The scatterplot on the top in figure 1 represents the
correlation among response and predictors. Saturated blue and
red show strong positive and negative correlations respectively.
After ranking and grouping by elastic net, we find the squares
with dark shades mainly distributed in the upper left corner of
the bottom of the plot. This shows that variables with strong
correlation have been placed and grouped together.
Figure 2 shows the first page of a regression analysis of the
Boston housing data, which includes the response (the
coordinate of the red boundary), and the most significant eight
predictors (the coordinates of the black boundaries). Axes are
coded with deviances by red bars and lines are coded with
emphasized blue colors. The image in the bottom of figure 2
shows the application of a brushed region to the second quarter
of housing prices. All lines in this region remain in their
original colors while the rest are shown in gray.
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group has three variables and demonstrates the tendency with
similar trends in the group. Rainbow colors help to provide
information about how the variables’ values correspond to the
price of automobiles.
V.

CONCLUSION

With the intrinsic properties of elastic net penalized
regression, the combination of advanced parallel coordinates
and elastic net penalized regression enables these superior
advantages:

Fig. 3. A Rainbow color scale is applied so that line colors are drawn with
respect to the house price. Information of axis groups with flipping is
included in this figure and single axes are drawn with line frequency.

 Variables are ranked by significance, and so are the
corresponding coordinates. Important variables that
enter the model earlier come first in the parallel
coordinates plot. Our tool supports an ordering of axes
in which the more significant variables are visualized
earlier than the rest.
 An additional group selection capability is provided.
Variables with high correlation are included into the
model together once one variable among them is
selected.
This maintains a high within-group
correlation and low between-group correlations. Our
parallel coordinates plot identifies and emphasizes the
within-group relationships effectively.
 The multiple capabilities provided by our tool can
significantly enhance parallel coordinates plots. We
have integrated additional techniques such as axis
navigation, axis flip, axis spacing, curves, line and axis
colors, frequency indicators, and brush regions to assist
users in gaining insights into features of highdimensional data.

Fig. 4. Positive and negative correlations between neighboring coordinates
are displayed with blue and red colors respectively.

Figure 3 demonstrates the use of advanced parallel
coordinates with grouped coordinates. A rainbow color scale
is applied to the lines and curves with the first axis displaying
the color variation corresponding to the response variable.
Line frequency is encoded in the single axis and our curves
within groups depict the trend of in-between variables. The
axis-flip technique is used to enhance the perception of
relationships and reduce clutter. After flipping the negative
correlations into positive, the strong with-group effect is even
more obvious. After price we have three important groups, and
within each group there are three members.
Positive
correlation shown in form of parallel patterns can be easily
found within three groups especially in groups one and two.
B. Automobile Data
Figure 4 shows an application of our parallel coordinates to
the automobile data, mainly showing the relationships and
correlations between coordinates. Correlations are depicted by
the saturation of blue and red colors. The fully saturated blue
and red colors represent correlations of positive one and
negative one respectively. All of the axes are not flipped, so
the values increase from minimum to maximum from the
bottom of the axis. Figure 5 shows the strong relationships in
the predictors, which are depicted in three large groups. Each

We develop a new tool using advanced parallel coordinates
that incorporates regression analysis. Our work demonstrates
the potential to unveil insights into high-dimensional data and
to achieve effective multivariate visualization.
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Fig. 5. Grouped coordinates with rainbow color-coded lines and frequencycoded axes is shown in this figure. Axes are flipped according to the
correlations with adjacent axes.
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